Whether your holiday table is 30 extended family members or you and a friend, consider practicing some of the questions from the book circle. Remember, focus on the aspirations!

• What role does hope play in your life?
• What makes a community feel like a community?
• What are one or two values you feel everyone shares?
• What are some aspirations you have for our community?

You know your family (be it blood or chosen!), so these questions might not be the best fit, but if we can share one learning from the book circles, it is you never know what you may learn when you start asking questions.

If you try this and have an experience please share so that we can learn more about our extended community!

What are you for?

This picture was created on a good old fashioned flip chart from over 150 responses to the PollEverywhere question, “What are you for?” While word clouds are great, it’s fun to see our community aspirations translated into office art.

What are some other ways your group could use your PollEverywhere responses?